Ideales Resort Green Practices
(Policy since the foundation of Ideales Resort - 2005)

For all of us, the environment is what is most important. In our best efforts to protect it, we have
invested and adopted policies of environmental responsibility.
Power saving :
❖ All electrical appliances (except from the fridge) have power supply only when inserting the
card (attached to the villa key) in the special slot next to the main entrance of the villa. Upon
leaving the villa all devices are turned off so as to save energy.
❖ All windows in the villas are double glazed for insulation reducing the consumption of cooling
and heating.
❖ For lighting we only use energy saving light bulbs which are recycled after their use. At the
main entrance of each villa there are motion detector lights. The air-conditioning system
operates only when the main door and all the windows are closed.

Water saving :
❖ All villas have hot water by solar water heaters.
❖ In all villas there are water pressure reducers and dual flush cisterns in all bathrooms.
❖ As part of our Green Household, we change bed linen, towels and pool towels 2 times a week
so as to reduce unnecessary laundry services and the consequent environmental impact
(water waste, detergent and energy).
❖ Our eco pool® (Piscines Ideales - the eco pool®) conforms to all hygiene and safety rules and
regulations.
Our advanced systems and ecological products, which have replaced the
technologies of the past, allow you to enjoy the pool, saving useful resources (i.e. water and
energy).
❖ The gardens of Ideales Resort have plants that are very resistant to weather conditions and
thrive in the region of Kefalonia. They need little watering and provide natural shadow out of
the villas. Moreover, there is no lawn that requires huge amounts of water for its maintenance.
Recycling and Waste Reduction :
❖ We urge you to recycle the waste by using the specially placed bin in the kitchen for paper,
glass, metal and plastic. All waste generated by Ideales Resort is sorted to ensure much of
what is thrown away is recycled.
❖ We use compost bins for organic waste.
The increase in the consumption
of energy and water per guest
night is attributed to the sharp
decline in the number of our
visitors during 2020, due to travel
restrictions imposed as a result of
the Covid-19 pandemic.
The actual consumption in energy
and water was lower by 54% and
36%, respectively.

